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Manner in which ships may be preserved in a deep sea. - It is

extremely possible that the submerged woodwork of ships which

have sunk where the sea is two or three miles deep has undergone

greater chemical changes in an equal space of time, than in the cases

above mentioned; for the experiments of Scoresby show that wood

may at certain depths be impregnated in a single hour with salt

water, so that its specific gravity is entirely altered. It may often

happen that hot springs charged with carbonate of lime, silex, and

other mineral ingredients, may issue at great depths, in which case

every pore of the vegetable tissue may be injected with the lapidif'ying

liquid, whether calcareous or siliceous, before the smallest decay
commences. The conversion, also, of wood into lignite is probably
more rapid under enormous pressure. But the change of the timber

into lignite or coal would not prevent the original form of a ship
from being distinguished; for as we find, in strata of the car
boniferous era, the bark of the hollow reed-like trees converted into
coal, and the central cavity filled with sandstone, so might we trace
the outline of a ship in coal; while in the indurated mud, sandstone,
or limestone, filling the interior, we might discover instruments of
human art, ballast consisting of rocks foreign to the rest of the
stratum, and other contents of the ship.

Submerged metallic substances. - Many of the metallic substances
which fall into the waters probably lose, in the course of ages, the
forms artificially imparted to them; but under certain circumstances
these may be preserved for indefinite periods. The cannon inclosed
in a calcareous rock, drawn up from the delta of the Rhone,
which is now in the museum at Montpellier, might probably have
endured as long as the calcareous matrix; but even if the metallic
matter had been removed, and had entered into new combinations,
still a mould of its original shape would have been left, correspondingto those impressions of shells which we see in rocks, from which all
the carbonate of lime has been subtracted. About' the year 1776,
says Mr. King, some fishermen, sweeping for anchors in the Gull
stream (a part of the sea near the Downs), drew up a very curious
old swivel gun, nearly eight feet in length. The barrel, which was
about five feet long, was of brass; but the handle by which it was
traversed was about three feet in length, and the swivel and pivot on
which it turned were of iron. Around these latter were formed
incrustatjons of sand converted into a kind of stone, of an exceedingly
strong texture and firmness; whereas round the barrel of the gun,
except where it was near adjoining to the iron, there was no such
incrustatjons, the greater part of it being clean, and in good condition,
just as if it had still continued in use. In the incrusting stone,
adhering to it on the outside, were a number of shells and corallines,
"just as they are often found in a fossil state." These were all
so strongly attached, that it required as much force to separatethem from the matrix c as to break a fragment off any hard rock.*
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